Convenient and respectful gyn services for any CCA member include:

- Cervical Cancer Screening
- STD testing
- Evaluation and treatment of vaginitis
- Notification and referral for abnormal findings.

Comfort and Safety

- Longer appointment times
- Exam tables hold up to 450 lbs
- Hoyer lift to transfer from wheel chair to exam table
- Comfortable and adjustable full leg supports

CCC clinics are staffed by experienced female clinicians who are sensitive and responsive to the needs of individuals.

COMMONWEALTH COMMUNITY CARE
Locations and Contact Information

CCC Boston
30 Northampton Street
617-433-9601

CCC Springfield
3550 Main Street, #101
413-858-7400

CCC Lawrence
439 S. Union Street,
Building 2, Suite 403
978-620-0790